How to make a homely and fine
care home
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Introduction
Unlike citizens who establish their own place that they call home, a substantial minority find
themselves living in a care facility, a long-stay hospital or some other place where others are in
charge. This paper reflects on the significance of home in the lives of residents and staff in care
homes. How is home different from hotel, hospital, hostel1, or, for that matter, prison or family?
Getting to grips with being homelike means that we investigate the nature of home in 21st century
England2. This paper starts with buildings and belongings, while a companion piece on family pays
greater attention to relationships3. The topics inevitably overlap, as interior décor both affects and is
affected by people, power and privilege, for, as Churchill famously declared, ‘We shape our buildings
and afterwards our buildings shape us.’4 The point is underlined by the findings of research that
showed that physical features are critical to a sense of home, but not sufficient to achieve it, as
other factors are necessary too5.
Part of what is needed will arise by listening to care home residents6, but other perspectives must be
added to complete our understanding. That being said, this is a flight from standardisation, from
reducing the rich, ill-defined and evolving concept of home7 to a list of essential components8, but
rather, we pile up variables that may or may not appear in any one example. To use technical
language for a moment, it means that ‘home’ is a probabilistic rather than categorial thing, since we
all know what it is9, but will easily be able to find exceptions to any definition. In this way, home is
spiritual, like a marriage or respect, something deeper than staff compliance with a policy document,
wider than a smile and a double bed10. Individual features act like the wind, pushing the service in
one direction or the other, so we might hope that the more forces that press for homeliness, the
better. However, there remains a small risk that some observers will detect an unsettling mixture of
institutional and domestic features and be bewildered, unable to resolve what they see or respond
with environmentally appropriate behaviour.
The contradictions inherent in the concept of home itself are acknowledged too. Despite trying to
celebrate diversity, I know that my own vision of what home is and should be will permeate every
line of this paper, inescapably white and male, middle class and contented. Whilst for some it evokes
idealised projections of ease, harmony and warmth, home can also mean confinement, loneliness,
drudgery, conflict and danger11. This underbelly is acknowledged throughout the paper, whilst
holding on to hope that even if coming home is no more than a dream told by the faithful, it
continues to be a potent goal for us all. While we observe that homes are sometimes places of
violence12, this only makes us diligent in eliminating the worst of conduct, while the ideal is invoked
as a pattern to shape the best residential care13. Moreover, some people leave home to seek new
adventures, so homeliness is not the only thing.
Not all homes are homely14, but we must wonder whether it is possible for anywhere other than a
home to be homely. This author’s answer is at first, no, and then a cautious and qualified yes. No
because a vanishingly small number of people actually want to live in a large residential care
facility15 and so the bulk of care and support should be organised to enable as many people to live in
their own home for as long as possible16, and then reluctantly yes, as, ‘Home isn’t always a place is
it?17 Yes, so that the people who do end up in congregate institutions18 or lodging in someone else’s
home can enjoy as homely a life as is humanly possible. As most care homes describe their place as
homely or ‘home from home’19, we need to understand what they might mean, and, where needed,
challenge the sector to act on this commitment.
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Human rights
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights explains that
Challenge #1
adults may marry and found a family20, exercise freedom of
Show how the arrangements at
thought, conscience and religion21 and be protected from
your Care Home support each
arbitrary interference22. The Protocol of the European
Article of the Universal Declaration
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
of Human Rights.
Fundamental Freedoms protects property, and this includes
the right to housing23. These rights are further recognised in the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities in respect to the right to choose one’s place and type of residence24, to receive
support to prevent segregation25, to privacy26, and to continuous improvement of living conditions27.
In the past, public authorities offered care home residents a ‘home for life’ and this has been used in
the Court by residents to overturn a decision to close the home and forcibly relocate residents28,
although a subsequent decision29 reinforced the duty of public authorities to take account of all
citizens and rejected the claim that the care home was in fact a home in this sense. In yet another
turn in this winding road, a consortium of public bodies published the following statement in 2015
“Care homes are people’s homes and people have the right to live there as long as they
want.”30
They then went on to explain the limited circumstances when this basic commitment could not be
met which were essentially due to an emergency, safety concerns or a provider leaving the market.
In addition, the UK government31 has adopted the principle of the ‘least restrictive intervention’ and
this now applies to all, whether subject to formal deprivation of liberty or not, so every aspect of
care home life should be reviewed to see if it is deliberately or unwittingly restrictive, with action
taken to personalise and maximise freedoms and choices wherever possible. Blanket rules applied to
all are, by definition, outlawed.
While some might argue that such aspirations are elusive for a great many citizens, whether disabled
or not, this is no reason to dismiss the goal. Indeed, disabled people should not be treated less
favourably and so should enjoy equality of opportunity with others.
Some researchers begin their investigations by asking whether a homely environment is therapeutic
for people with dementia. Choudhury and team summarised the evidence to date32 by declaring that
residential care facilities which created a homelike setting via both environmental features and staff
practices33 saw improvements in many areas of resident’s lives: intake of food and fluid, emotional
and intellectual functioning, social interaction and communication skills, autonomy and
independence, positive engagement in daily activities and hobbies, participation in the community
and general quality of life. There is also less tube feeding34, agitation, anxiety and pacing35, less
disruptive behaviour and aggression36, less trespassing and exit-seeking, and a greater sense of
safety37. Similarly, the evidence from services for people with a learning disability finds that homes
are better than institutions as they result in more verbal rather than physical interventions,
increased freedom of movement, fewer repetitive stereotyped movements38 and less medication,
more positive interactions with staff, more choice, more privacy and more engagement with the
community outside the home39.
It is an interesting list, but the logic is faulty: the basis for providing a homely environment is human
rights, not therapeutic efficacy. To argue otherwise is to suggest that if evidence of clinical benefit is
not available, people should be treated as no more than symptoms that need warehousing in
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institutions rather than people that are entitled to respect and opportunities equal to everyone else
in society.
Whilst Scotland expects care home residents to be able to live in a homely environment40, England
approves of both home and hotel models and then goes on to indicate that all homes should be
homely 41 . Despite this, it is common for those managing residential care facilities to encourage their
residents to ‘personalise’ their own rooms42 and, in a short survey of 100 care home websites, 72
described their homes as homely or a home away from home, while fifty invoked ideas of family and
just one offered a ‘country house hotel atmosphere’. Homeliness is obviously a dominant theme for
care home providers, which the English Care Quality Commission ignores43.
There is a great deal of freight carried by the idea of home, as shown in Table 1. The present
discussion uses the physicality of the home, its architecture, fixtures, fittings and contents as a
convenient way to discuss some broader issues, thereby neglecting some of the wider perspectives
referred to in this table.
Table #1: Some of the concepts embedded in the idea of home
Després44
Security and control
Reflection of ideas and values
Self-expression
Permanence and continuity
Refuge and privacy
Activity
Investment and material
structure

Somerville45
Safety, freedom and
independence

Rijnaard
Autonomy and control
Habits and values

Self-expression
Permanence and continuity
Retreat, privacy and relaxation
Support for work and leisure
activities
Financial asset

Locus for intense emotional
experience

Centre of family life

Social status

Social status

Coping
Activities
The built environment, which
includes private space and
quasi-public space, personal
belongings, technology, the
look and feel, and the
outdoors and location
Interaction and relationship
with staff, residents, family,
friends, and pets
Sense of acknowledgement

This moves the locus of research away from asking whether a homely environment provided by
others has a beneficial effect on passive consumers to a whole set of new question:
•
•
•

•

What do people want? This is the basis of person-centred support46.
Can residents be provided with opportunities to engage in homemaking, and would this be
as useful as concentrating on ‘meaningful activities’, cooking or self-care?
Is active engagement in homemaking beneficial in terms of life satisfaction and self-esteem,
protective against depression and self-harming behaviours such as neglect and social
isolation?
Does the environment affect the extent to which residents feel at home47, or can good
relationships and respect compensate for an institutional environment?
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The myth of homeliness
The forcefield analysis mentioned above invites us to consider what forces press a residential care
facility to be more homely and which push in the opposite direction. These are summarised in the
diagram below and then discussed in more detail in the rest of this paper. In most care homes a
large number of powerful forces act together to destroy the sense of home, while only a few small
and comparatively insignificant forces enhance it. For example, such a small number of people in the
general population grow up in a house that has twenty or more bedrooms that any residential care
facility built on this scale will feel like a hotel rather than a home to almost everyone, and a few soft
toys and family photographs will not override that impression. If the hotel feeling is reinforced by
the use of opulent furniture and fittings, then this increases the feeling that one is here on a
temporary basis, just for a few days, rather than at home here.
This is rather a harsh judgement, and there will, of course, be individual circumstances when it will
be proved wrong, but the point is not so much about the number of bedrooms versus the number of
soft toys, but about the whole forcefield. On its own, each force may not be sufficient to drive the
sense of home, but added together, the wind blows up a storm and the combined forces become
almost irresistible.

More like a home: privacy
and control, hosting, small
pieces of personal furniture,
photographs, soft toys, love,
children, kettle, favourite tea

Less like a home: too big, too
many rooms, staff, noisy,
crowded; clean, standardised.
No housing rights, no tools or
chores, restaurant

It might be argued that people with cognitive impairments are beyond semiotics and will not be
aware of the complex messages conveyed by the building and its furnishings, and by the staff and
their beliefs. People with learning disabilities may have never learnt the skills needed to make such a
sophisticated analysis of their environment, while people in the throes of dementia will narrow
down on a single thing and be OK as long as they have a favourite possession, a favourite piece of
home that they can hold. Those with healthcare needs will be willing to sacrifice this elusive sense of
home in order to gain medical devices in an environment that will keep them alive, while older
people have gained enough wisdom through the years to be content and they know how to set up
home anywhere. These ideas must be dismissed for three reasons:
•

Anecdotal evidence from many sources tells us that people, despite the most profound
disabilities, are able to sense complex and sophisticated things in their environment –
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whether a perfectly competent care worker likes them or not, when an argument has
occurred in another room, who needs a hug. There is no reason to believe that residents are
unaffected by their environment.
•

The principle of the ‘least dangerous assumption’. According to this principle, on the
occasions when we simply do not know what is happening to another person and we are
forced to make one decision or the other, then we should select the option which, if wrong,
causes least harm. For example, the people around a comatose patient will have to decide
whether they believe that the person is aware or unaware of the people around them.
Assuming that they are unaware of what people are saying or doing could result in
significant harm if it is wrong, while assuming that the person is in fact aware will be
disappointing to carers us if it turns out that they are wrong, but will do no harm to the
person. For this reason, it should be assumed that all residents are aware of the extent to
which their living environment is homely and that this will affect how they feel and behave.

•

As referred to above, having a home is a right, not a privilege to be offered to some and
denied to others.

There are things that can be done to increase the opportunities for residents to be at home. A good
deal of this relies on politicians, commissioners and architects, but a few things can be done by
relatives, managers and staff. Many people on the frontline may feel that the task is beyond them,
since the architectural, financial and procedural forces in their establishment are implacably set
against creating a home, but perhaps if the few things that can be done are given enough attention,
coordinated and followed through with persistence, then perhaps a few more residents will find
themselves living in their own ‘last homely house’.

Voice and choice
Tenancy and title deeds
The principle of equality48 asserts that persons with disabilities should have the same kind of
opportunity for home ownership and tenancy arrangements as other citizens. This means that
people have access to support and the same choice over the decision to move, where they live, with
whom and under what formal arrangement, in the same way as other citizens49. If, when they are
discharged by a health or social care team, that team can decide whether the person may continue
to sleep in the same place they did before, then the old place was not a home50. But it may come to
feel like one, as when a Victorian long-stay hospital for people with learning disabilities was finally
closed, and the project manager threw a party while the residents sat in corners and wept51.
Shared Lives52 can arrange for people who need support to stay with a family and live in their
beautifully appointed home but it is not the person’s own home. This is why the REACH standards
for supported living53 and the Real Tenancy Test54 separate housing rights from care arrangements,
ensure that they are managed by different organisations, and then asks for reasonable adjustments
to be made so that persons with disabilities have the same opportunities as others to enjoy access to
housing and support.
No less important than formal legal rights are the informal social and psychological dimensions.
Within the bounds of the law, adults get to negotiate their household relationships free of
interference by the state, and the sense of being at home is a personal thing that cannot be imposed
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or conferred by another. The best that bystanders can do is to create a space where the person
might make themselves at home. Even where moving into a care home is a real choice by the
person, made after a careful consideration of the options, it generally remains an unhappy decision,
made with a real sense of grief and loss, the best of a range of almost equally unwelcome prospects
that the person feels forced to choose between55. It is hard to feel at home in a place where, at
heart, you don’t want to be56 and some residents may keep the memory of home alive by refusing all
attempts to settle here, accepting the spartan environment and living an ascetic life within it57.
When pressed, others distil their awareness of the institutional nature of the place in the poignant
comment that ‘It just isn’t home’.58 In contrast, some residents surely make the best of their
situation and demonstrate admirable flexibility by choosing to attach homely feelings to this place,
or using the complex idea of ‘home from home’ which acknowledges the homelike new residence
without dislodging the family home from its unique place59. Indeed, staff may do well to adopt a
similarly limited goal of establishing no more than a shadow of the person’s previous family home.
Indeed, it is this issue of choice that makes a home, for adults if not for their children. A home is
formed when adults choose to live together, to share a bed with one’s spouse60, to eat together, to
pool finances, to share the role of parenting their children and to be known as a family by their
neighbours and acquaintances. It is planned on a long timeframe, may last a lifetime and is
concerned for the wellbeing of parents or children so naturally includes more than one generation. It
is the place where people feel most in control and are most likely to feel safe, which may be part of
the reason that many people who face imminent death assert that they want to deal with the
ultimate loss of control – their own death – by choosing to die at home61. In contrast, residents of
care homes do not choose the people they live with, find that the number of people living under the
same roof is much larger than a family, they have no expectation of intimacy with them, enjoy no
shared concerns for the younger generation62, experience considerable turnover, and do not pool
their funds in any meaningful sense.

Keys
The UK government63 has adopted the principle of the ‘least restrictive intervention’ and this applies
to all, whether subject to formal deprivation of liberty or not, so every aspect of care home life
should be reviewed to see if it is deliberately or unwittingly restrictive, with action taken to
personalise and maximise freedoms and choices wherever possible. Blanket rules applied to all are,
by definition, outlawed as illegal restriction. In the starkest of all examples, this means that residents
who are denied their own key64, are unable to ask others to leave and may not change the lock65
have their home compromised and cuckoos are living in it, whether they are abusers or kindly staff,
whether they sleep there or not. In contrast, having one’s own room key boosts the sense of
autonomy and control, in turn adding to the feeling that one is at home66.

Receiving visitors and going out
Whether it is inviting a neighbour in for a cup of tea or welcoming a friend to stay for the weekend,
homeowners get to choose who they let into their home. Officials may get to call too, such as the
plumber who carries out the annual gas safety check or the Police sergeant executing a warrant, but
it is the real guests who receive the unique style of hospitality that only happens in this home. In
some households, this means being primed, standing ready to welcome unexpected visitors with a
samosa or a Garibaldi, honouring centuries-old cultural traditions67.
Challenge #2
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The guest and their host might watch TV soaps together,
Do residents welcome their own
break out the barbeque or rehearse Mozart’s Sonata in D for guests and fulfil the duties of host?
four hands. Of course there are other houses in the street
where no friends get invited in, and even relatives rarely darken their doors, or where guests are a
source of annoyance, but nevertheless, the highly individualised style of hospitality that is practised
here is a defining feature of what home means at this stage of life. If relatives and friends feel at
home during their visit, then perhaps the resident will do so too.
Those who dwell in a home feel the need to go out too – to work, to shop, to socialise. Those subject
to lockdown or house arrest report how quickly the sanctuary becomes a prison and its inmate
becomes housebound if they cannot step over the threshold, and so home is a place which is
defined by leaving and returning68. Living in a familiar neighbourhood, where one has resided for
many years and engaged with its amenities adds to the feeling of being at home69. To those who
venture out, the world offers work and challenge, status and conflict, so they soon return to the
refuge and haven of home. There may be gender differences here, perhaps driven by lifestyle,
especially where women have not worked outside the home and so feel in charge of the domestic
scene, while some men find themselves disempowered at home if disability, unemployment or
isolation robs them of the routine of going out70. This may change with the rise of home-based work.
Contact with the outside world also takes place via mail, telephone and online connections. In
domestic settings, there is no intermediary between the postal company and the recipient, so
people can click for online shopping and receive parcels and postcards without these items passing
through an intermediary. Similarly, inhabitants carry their own phones and have a private space to
take calls, exchange emails and interact with social media.

Hobbies and habits
Over recent decades, sociologists have observed a shift away from leisure activities based around
the workplace and community and into the home, as people connect through social media rather
than joining clubs and home entertainment becomes ever more sophisticated. More than ever
before, personal interests are pursued from home through TV71, music72 and the internet. However,
we carry many myths and stereotypes of other ways to be at home, whether derived from these
mass media, from previous generations or from our own lifecourse. So, in the eighteenth century
affluent fathers curated their collections while their wives embroidered; in the nineteenth, Mrs
Beeton made housekeeping a profession; and in the twentieth, everyone learnt to do it yourself.
The home is also a place where routines and habits of life are played out. Whether this means the
ritual of waking, washing, dressing and eating breakfast, walking the dog or watching the news,
these rhythms provide security. Maintaining these habits in a new setting is a way in which the new
home is established as not new at all, but simply the continuation of the same home in a new place,
marching to the same drum, answering again the same echoes.

How staff behave
Residents are more likely to feel at home in a residential care facility if care quality is right – if there
are enough staff73, dignity is upheld by caring for the resident’s physical appearance when meeting
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others, when social interaction is promoted74 and when staff are affectionate and really care75. Such
a place is the antithesis of the bureaucracy as described by Max Weber:
“…a spirit of formalistic impersonality… without hatred or passion, and hence without
enthusiasm or affection.”76
Avoiding Weber’s faceless officials may seem straightforward, but staff working in services that aim
for rehabilitation and independence face a historic dilemma: deciding whether home comforts
create a launchpad or a trap. If the present environment is a launchpad, then feeling at home is a
prerequisite for moving on since it provides psychological security, courage and ambition. The
boomerang teenager is secure enough in their parent’s love to leave home for university, try living in
a flat, experiment with work and relationships, and return home from time to time to regroup
before launching out into the world again. But if comfort is a trap, then home-cooked food and free
laundry services will delay departure.
This dilemma was faced two hundred years ago by the architects of the workhouse77, who provided
‘ample’ food and medical care for sick residents, while insisting that conditions be ‘irksome’ to
discourage the able-bodied poor from entering and to encourage them to leave. Through applying
the principle of ‘less eligibility’, Poor Law guardians hoped to create a deterrent effect by setting
workhouse conditions below that of the poorest independent person in the community. In the
present day, the same tension between support and deterrence exists, expressed in various formats:
denying prisoners their right to vote78; trapping disabled people in unemployment through the
benefits system; discouraging demand for accident and emergency care, generating ‘gate fever’, fear
of leaving and bed blocking in hospital.
These tensions are manifested in the design of residential care programmes and the behaviour of
staff, especially in rehabilitation services. Would creating a homely environment speed trauma
healing and give the person the security they need to launch out into independent living, or would it
increase friction, delay discharge and extend lengths of stay? Whilst some contemporary services
discourage residents from putting down roots, getting to know the local area and settling down in
the hope that this will thrust them out of the nest and into their destiny79, this author is not
persuaded by the ‘cruel to be kind’ philosophy and prefers a more optimistic approach.

Consent
It is hard to create a feeling of home if staff are present, especially if there is a high turnover, staff
wear uniforms and residents do not know people well80, and if the environment is subject to regular
inspections for fire safety81 or care quality. The requirement for the least restrictive environment
should mean that staff support residents to do what they want, when they want, but congregate
living, staffing shortages and risk-averse cultures make this a naïve fantasy in many places. Power is
also exercised by staff when they decide what constitutes a homely environment and impose this on
residents82 or create the appearance of a home whilst denying residents the right to treat it like a
home – for example by locking the kitchen, even when it has been designed for residents’ use83.
Taking control, restricting residents’ freedom and adopting a risk-averse culture all belong to what
Mary Douglas84 called the money economy, while the notion of home sits within the gift economy
which is based on choice and coproduction rather than formal transactions. The attitude and
behaviour of staff can contribute to the feeling of homeliness85, as where staff knock on a resident’s
bedroom door and then wait for permission to enter – those who knock and walk straight in are
behaving as if it was their home, not the resident’s86.
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The point about staff behaviour is mirrored in an interesting study carried out on office staff. Haslam
and Knight87 compared four kinds of office space, asking workers about their satisfaction and
measuring their productivity. First came the ‘lean office’, that was clean, spartan and oppressively
tidy. Satisfaction was higher in the enriched office, where staff enjoyed plants and pictures and
produced 15% more output. Then came the empowered office, where staff were invited to arrange
or remove each of the decorative elements, and then they got down to it and produced 30% more
than their lean office colleagues. Finally, the researchers repeated the arrangement for the
empowered office, but then went in and revised all the worker’s design decisions, creating a
disempowered office, where both satisfaction and productivity plummeted to the lowest level of all
four conditions.
Lee88 was told that resident’s possessions were commonly set out on the dressing table by staff, and
sometimes went missing in the residential care settings she observed. They could be lost, or staff or
relatives might take them away, justifying their action as necessary for safety reasons, and
sometimes without telling the resident, but, instead, implying that other residents stole things. In
other settings, attempts are made to protect personal possessions by offering lockable storage89, in
violation of the ethos of home as a place where valuables can be left around without worrying that
other members of the household will steal them90. As the anthropologist Margaret Mead
commented:
“For all my years of travelling, I have always had somewhere to return to, somewhere where
everything is just where I put it away, twenty, thirty or forty years ago.”91

Privacy
It is a feature of home that we do not have to answer any
Challenge #3
questions from people outside our own household regarding
Do residents forfeit privacy on
what we do there. In this sense, home is a private place
admission to the Care Home? What
where we can complete the observances of our religion,
do staff do to uphold the right to
92
watch TV into the small hours of the night , spend hours
privacy?
practicing our makeup, collect stamps or write a critique of
Troilus and Cressida. Staff may take an interest, but only when invited to do so by the homeowner,
or this special kind of freedom from accountability, this crucial type of privacy is lost93.
Privacy suffers more blatant intrusions too. We might be willing to be observed while we sleep
during a short stay in hospital, but home is the place where we can sleep in safety, undisturbed and
in private94. In contrast, some care home managers send staff into every resident’s bedroom several
times each night to check that they are alive and well, while some relatives introduce novel
surveillance technology into private spaces95. Such intrusions may be essential for those who are in
the last hours of their life but imposing this on anyone else is a serious breach of the right to privacy.

Domesticity
As many feminist analyses have shown, the home is a site where gendered labour continues to hold
sway, whether in relation to cleaning and laundry, shopping and meal preparation or do-it-yourself
projects. While a few households engage a cleaner, gardener or cook, most of us complete these
domestic chores ourselves, and home is defined to some extent as the place where one carries them
out96. Adding childcare to the mix strengthens the sense of home, and, for some, the presence of
children is so vital that the empty nest is never really home again.
Some people who are currently living in a congregate residential care setting might be able to move
on to a more independent life, and so supporting them to develop and maintain these domestic
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skills is a vital means of promoting independence and reducing long term cost to the public purse.
Care homes should offer opportunities to continue with longstanding habits, including domestic
chores97.
As highlighted above, the notion of home is filled with
Challenge #4
contradictions, so often revealed by our use of language.
Are you running a hotel, where
Nesting invokes those TV adverts where happy children
staff are employed to carry out the
gather round the table to eat every scrap of the delicious
domestic chores or a home where
meal made from fresh ingredients in only 30 minutes. But
people do as many of these things
when TV myths are laid aside it turns out that our oven is
for themselves as they can?
not wipe-clean and household chores are tedious, repetitive
and sometimes neglected obligations, while for others, real skill is deployed in creating homemade
food, the ritual of stacking the dishwasher is soothing and the hard labour of washing windows
brings its own reward.
People living in someone else’s home or a staffed environment may be denied opportunities to plan
meals, save for a new carpet and wash up, as these hotel services are provided by others. This also
draws attention to the way in which different people construe the notion of homeliness, such as the
affluent family that employs a decorator, gardener or cook in contrast to the more modest
households and stages of life where these tasks are carried out by members of the household. Living
in a hotel or a hostel feels very different from running one’s own home, and strategies such as Active
Support help people who need considerable assistance to engage in the everyday tasks involved in
running their own home. Bringing a toddler group into the care home may remind residents of the
time in their own life when toys were strewed across their kitchen floor or activate the myth of the
ideal family.
In an analysis of 61 interviews with long term care settings, Cooney concluded that the people who
created their own space, perhaps by cleaning, decorating and arranging their belongings, felt more
at home in the care environment98.

Architecture and fittings
Rooms
Bradshaw and colleagues99 found that care home residents wanted their own bedroom and
bathroom, sufficient storage and a quiet place to be alone. Sharing a bedroom with a stranger is
reminiscent of a hostel rather than a home, impedes healthy sleep and reduces wellbeing100. Where
this is the only space to be away from other people, bedrooms should be large enough101 to
accommodate space to watch TV and play music, store possessions and read102. A larger space is
needed if the person has a considerable amount of mobility aids, but homely means neither
cramped nor cavernous. Crucially, it does mean accessible, so that people have the best chance to
enjoy privacy when sleeping and evacuating103.
Replacing an ordinary bed with a hospital bed may provide additional functions, but both the bed
and an ‘uninviting institutional space’104 impedes homely intimacy and the expression of sexuality,
whilst also risking that the feeling of home is lost as domestic furniture is replaced by medical
equipment and friends are supplanted by professionals105. Regulations require beds to be 900mm
wide106, but this is much narrower than the bed most adults sleep on in their own homes.
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In a similar way, a gender-segregated bathroom which is used by strangers, which lacks privacy and
any semblance of comfort, which contains paper towel dispensers rather than fluffy towels and lacks
a replacement toilet roll, which has a U-shaped toilet seat and a slippery floor, which offers
hazardous bathing facilities and limited privacy, can trigger apprehension and what some
researchers offensively called ‘obstreperous behaviour’107. These spaces deny people control,
privacy and dignity, thereby damaging any sense that they are at home. Rather than these
institutional approaches, one housing provider has selected lever taps and their towel rails and toilet
holders are strong enough to double as grab rails, thereby increasing independence without
compromising on homeliness108.
Meanwhile, the presence of staff offices, locked clinic rooms, medicine cabinets and noticeboards
create a strong institutional impression, along with staff uniforms, prominent fire safety equipment
and nameplates on doors, so some organisations minimise their presence109, perhaps eliminating the
nurses’ station entirely110. After all, many homeowners carry out their deskwork at the kitchen table,
in the bedroom or lounge rather than in a separate office. Meanwhile, in ordinary dwellings, the
dominant response to fire risk is to have easy access to outside doors and so fire extinguishers, while
they may be present, are not on display. Rooms are decorated and furnished in unique ways, so
inhabitants have no trouble distinguishing between them, eliminating the need for naming and
labels.
Nearby the bedrooms are the communal rooms which in ordinary homes are furnished, decorated
and maintained either by consensus or by one member of the family taking on the role of interior
designer111. Bland, neutral colours signify that the property is to be sold rather than that it is a home,
as well as being difficult to decipher for those who have visual processing challenges112. Individual
rooms in homely places use a varied colour palette and this helps people with wayfinding and
orientation113, unlike large hotels where one corridor or doorway looks very much like another.
Communal areas in care homes are rarely personalised, as residents keep meaningful belongings in
their bedrooms, and only some care settings invite residents to showcase their artwork or favourite
possessions in the lounge and other communal areas114. In others, nobody takes on responsibility for
ornamenting the space and it is left to cleaners to look after it and some residents to stake out their
claim that a particular spot in the lounge or dining room should be recognised as theirs. For
millennia, the aged were found sitting near the fire and evening brought family into the warmth of
hearth and home, but no longer. Fears about safety and demands for efficiency have put out the
fire.
Large buildings with big rooms do not feel much like home115 (although there are cultural differences
at work here116), so some care home designers have found ways to hide the visible mass of the
building, shrink its presentation to the street and use similar building materials and parking
arrangements to those in use in neighbouring properties. Institutions often have grand entrances
inviting public access to crowds of people, with the barrier inside at a reception desk, in contrast to
domestic front doors that hold visitors outside until a resident invites them to enter; only one or two
people passing through at any time. Indeed, by the time the visitor has reached the homely
entrance, they will have already passed through a number of markers that this is not public space,
symbolised by the gate, winding path, tended garden and doorbell.
Long corridors have been found to reduce homelikeness117 and increase restlessness, anxiety118 and
violence119, and the sheer distance between rooms can make them inaccessible to people with
mobility challenges unless they rely on others. Many ordinary homes have a staircase within view of
the front door that is decorated and furnished in its own right and offers inviting glimpses of other
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floors, so one care home provider120 has replicated this, despite the fact that residents need to use a
lift. Complicated buildings generate a demand for wayfinding support such as signage and trails121.
Wayfinding signs122 have been removed in some care facilities to make the place more homelike123,
while others advocate use of colour contrasts124 and strategically placed furniture or other building
features to help people find their way around the building. Visual cues are used to obscure as well as
clarify, as when the door to a boiler room is camouflaged to become a ‘secret door’, lacking
architraves, distinctive colours and door furniture. A more questionable use of secret doors occurs
when it is applied to the exit so that residents with cognitive impairments are unable to find their
way out125. This is what Lady Hale meant when she referred to a ‘gilded cage’126.
If home is thought about as the storage unit for a family, the sheer size of many residential care
homes counter any notion that they are a home127. After all, family homes in England generally have
a kitchen and lounge, possibly a dining area, one or two bathrooms128 and two or three bedrooms129,
with larger houses rarely having more than five. Crucially, there is just one dining table and enough
chairs for everyone to gather round it to eat together. Of course, not all homes have the luxury of a
separate dining room and some people prefer to eat sitting in front of the TV, but if there is more
than one dining table it is an exceptional gathering. So, places that have multiple tables are
reminiscent of canteens, restaurants or schools, but not home. In a similar way, places with dozens
of bedrooms are hotels, not homes. Large residential care facilities also have more difficulty in
providing good care130, and over recent years, the average size of care homes has been increasing131.
The different rooms and spaces in a home are associated with different levels of privacy and
intimacy, so guests may be welcomed into the lounge near the front door, lovers upstairs into the
bedroom and nobody into the bathroom. This is what Alexander and his colleagues132 call the
‘intimacy gradient’, noting that these arrangements mean that casual visitors do not pass through
private areas or inadvertently glimpse what is happening in them. Similarly, quiet spaces will suit
introverts who wish to spend time alone, while crowded communal areas are enjoyed by people
who are energised by social interaction133. It is hard to make a home when everything is open plan or
space is so confined or jumbled that these graduations of privacy cannot find expression134. Cultural
differences apply of course, so some hosts will invite visitors into the kitchen, whilst other families
will ban guests from entering there. Seasons and celebrations change the pattern of use too, so the
lounge becomes a temporary bedroom when children visit for a sleepover, furniture is reconfigured
to make space for the Christmas tree and, once winter is over, the garden becomes an extra room,
as long as one can get into it easily and carry furniture and food out in fine weather135.
This discussion is incomplete without including some reflections on the kitchen and dining room. It is
hard to conceive of a home that does not include spaces which are dedicated to food storage,
preparation and consumption and for many people, home is almost synonymous with the kitchen
and sharing mealtimes136. The people who prepare the food then sit at the table and everyone eats
together and everyone takes their turn in clearing up afterwards. Actively engaging residents in the
ordinary domestic activities centred on the kitchen adds to quality of life, interaction and
independence137. Simple adaptations can improve accessibility138, such as open shelving so that
frequently used items are easy to find, safety switches that automatically regulate and turn off the
heat and smoke detectors. In the kitchen as elsewhere, the drive for homeliness should not be used
an excuse for failing to provide an accessible environment.

Fittings
Various assessment tools139 have been devised to evaluate the adequacy of a home or a residential
care facility for disabled people and these can be extremely prescriptive about everything from the
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height of a handrail, width of a door140 or the space needed to turn a wheelchair. Such factors need
to be selected and designed with the concept of homeliness in mind, as in the care home where
domestic rather than industrial washing machines have been purchased from High Street retail
outlets, enabling residents to recognise them rather than feeling frightened by unfamiliar devices
and equipment, and some residents can do their own laundry. Sometimes when it appears that
homely solutions cannot be found, the problem is the congregate setting rather than a lack of
available adaptations, and homeliness can be achieved by providing individualised, person-centred
homes.

Sound, light and heat
Soft furnishings as well as scale change the auditory properties of a building and so a hospital does
not just look like a sterile institution, it sounds like one. This can be true of residential care homes
too, as Joosse141 found that both bedrooms and lounges were much noisier than the equivalent
spaces in ordinary homes, while the review by Marquardt et al (2014) found that these excessive
noise levels were associated with an increased level of ‘wandering and aggressive and disruptive
behaviour as well as agitation’142. Reverberation in institutions makes them sound like a cinema or
concert hall and this makes speech more difficult to understand143. A specific example of noise in
some environments is caused by the use of a public address system, and replacing this with personal
communication, such as mobile phones, pagers or conversation makes a big improvement144. Highdensity, overcrowded and noisy living is unpopular145, with loud talking being even more distressing
than mechanical noise146. However, soundproofing is not the answer, as singing together, overheard
gossip and shared stories all build community in place of loneliness147.
The acoustic properties of the space change if rooms are large and ceilings are high and this leads to
a reduction in the sense of intimacy and the capacity of a group of people to create a shared
emotional atmosphere and confide in one another148. Furniture, carpets and curtains absorb sound
and create a homely visual impression and soundscape. Carpets can also affect balance and increase
drag when using mobility aids but are softer for people who fall and more homely than hard floors
which can increase noise, glare and create the illusion of spilt water when brightly lit. Rugs and
poorly maintained carpets with loose edges149 can increase the risk of falling if they are not properly
maintained, and lax hygiene practices will result in carpets trapping odour. Individuals who need
specialist equipment such as a hoist or overhead tracking, bottled oxygen or a powered wheelchair
will add to the soundscape, as will individuals who speak or laugh loudly.
Lighting matters as well as sound levels, with artificial light varying in brightness (measured in lux),
warmth (measured in Kelvin luminaires150) and light is then reflected from other surfaces (measured
as Light Reflectance Value). Too little brightness, and people cannot see what they are doing, while
insufficient warmth give an institutional impression and reflective surfaces create glare151 and other
barriers to perception.
Homelike settings use incandescent or warm LED lighting rather than fluorescent tubes or cold LED
and avoid the use of sensors that plunge people into darkness without warning. They vary light
levels to create atmosphere and differentiate spaces and times, as where a lamp creates intimacy or
a focus for concentration while others occupy different parts of the room152. Domestic settings also
commonly maximise the use of natural rather than artificial light and may leave on a dim artificial
light to assist those who move around at night.
Harnessing circadian rhythms by varying light levels through the day may assist people to sleep at
night, whether by closing curtains or installing a circadian ambient lighting system, creating a natural
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alternative to sedative medication153. In addition, some people like to see what is going on outside
and a good view154 or a breath of fresh air from the window155 helps them to feel connected with the
community beyond the care home, while closing the curtains at dusk can help inhabitants feel snug,
warm and protected156. The street windows also signal to the community – as when vast picture
windows communicate affluence, closed blinds convey privacy, and, in some regions, red hints at
vice.
Room heating in a home may consist of radiators augmented by a gas fire or log burner that serves
as a focal point, but these rarely appear in institutional settings as heat is supplied via underfloor
services or through large, industrial size radiators. In a home, temperature regulation is managed
easily and can be varied from room to room using thermostatic valves on radiators, opening
windows or fetching portable heaters to augment the central system.

Furniture and where it is placed
Specific areas of the home carry significance, so a cherished
Challenge #5
photo may take pride of place on the dressing table, while
another memento may be displayed in a dark corner of the
Which residents like to move their
hallway. Arranging the home involves activities at many
stuff around and do staff support
them to do so?
levels, in which large-scale refurbishment and expensive
redecoration projects are born out of lengthy planning and
create a long period of stability after these dramatic changes, contrasting with dusting, where each
item is returned to its assigned place. For example, purchasing a comfortable settee or armchair may
have required multiple shopping trips and considerable expense, contrasting with the standardised
items found in care homes, which some sitters find as uncomfortable as medieval furniture,
designed for foreign physiques and postures rather than for comfort and ease.
Where safety rules in care homes require it, the new resident’s cherished old furniture might be
discretely reupholstered in fireproof and waterproof materials and so continue in service. Lee157
then poses the question of where to store the unwanted ‘standard issue’ furniture which might be
needed by the next resident, and so, in practice, the person may be discouraged from bringing bulky
items of furniture with them. However, these problems should be addressed, as Jonsson et al found
that personalised furniture that could be easily moved at the behest of the resident enhanced their
self-determination and added to their homelike feelings158.
In between these large refurbishment projects and cleaning routines lie a series of spontaneous
minor revisions, such as rearranging the layout of a room, swapping posters on the student’s
bedroom wall159 or fetching more chairs to seat everyone at the table. Such experiments exercise
the creative imagination, underline the power of homeowners to change their environment and
their inner emotional state, and counteract boredom160.
Moving things round may also generate domestic strife and confusion, so an alternative narrative
begins to shape the living spaces of people with memory challenges. After a lifetime of
experimentation and variety, a homeowner with Alzheimer’s Disease is frequently urged to leave
everything in its place, to bolster the declining sense of familiarity, so that functional requirements
defeat any desire for novelty. Perhaps the person’s previous lifetime in which encroaching boredom
was countered with regular reordering projects has been completely lost and the dominant emotion
is now frustration when the teaspoon is no longer in its accustomed place – but perhaps not. Carers
should beware of making assumptions.
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Movement and change
Modern working life provides homemakers with frequent chances to try again, relocate and start
over. Arriving with a commercial removals company rather than a charity van or a City Council
vehicle positions the newcomer in the neighbourhood before a greeting is exchanged with a
neighbour. The new place must be cleansed of its old inhabitants (especially if they have died),
perhaps by redecorating, but certainly by rearranging what is there and introducing as many
personal items as possible to establish territorial rights. But for many people, the feeling that this is
home will not be rushed, and grows slowly over time161, bolstered by happy times of having fun162,
but also shaped by darker moments, when this place holds them through disappointment and
tragedy. In addition to the gradually deepening sense that this place is home, there are times when
this is especially important, such as at the end of life163.
Those who do not move to a new address may be restless, eager to rip out the kitchen, choose new
paint colours164 or experiment with placing the TV in a different corner as they pursue their own
elusive ideal, the feng shui where perfect positioning of a chair or a candle completes the home
interior. Changes may be bold or subtle: the same magnolia paint is now crisper than the tired layer
beneath and a new trinket is added to the overflowing mantlepiece. In ways small and large, the
home is in constant makeover as its occupants exercise artistic choice and control, cutting back the
privet, washing the sticky bathroom floor and fixing ceramic geese to just the right spot on the wall.
For this reason, care homes should under-furnish vacant bedrooms, intentionally creating spaces
that the resident can fill with their own belongings, either brought from their previous home or
chosen and purchased for this room. They also need to be fitted with an excess of power sockets, so
people can use their electrical items in various locations in each room165.
In tension with the attention the home receives is a sense in which the home slides into the
background of many people’s lives. In what the anthropologist Daniel Miller described as the
humility of things, the homeowner’s eyes do not fall on the beautifully swept path, their nose is
blissfully unaware of doggy smells, and their ears never prick up in response to the tram swooshing
past the door. Yet despite our neglect of them, our surroundings do speak to us, do send subliminal
messages to remind us that we are at home, that this is our place. This may mean that the delicate
aroma of contentment sinks into the furniture and fittings, like prayers into the stonework of an
ancient church, or it may mean that chipped crockery and bent utensils scratch and inflame
discontentment, or expensive and incomprehensible appliances underline our incompetence and
alienation. These things become a silent stream of communication, incessantly dripping their
message into the homeowner, shaping the stone, yet undetected by visitors.
Our possessions shape us, define us and direct our conduct at home and beyond its front door. In
contrast to the institutional resident who has everything provided, inhabitants of ordinary homes
must go out from time to time, if only to buy food. At this point, our shabby home furnishings or
slick mod cons prompt us to adopt a posture, to go out into the world with a downcast eye or a
swagger. Our private collection of handmade matchstick models remains at home, hidden from both
admiration and derision as we don our public face and go about our business, quietly sustained by
the expertise that has shaped our leisure time. Or perhaps home life is little more than a barren
wasteland, unmarked by adventure, success or unique interests, and so we set off in search of a
bigger life than we have yet found at home. As it turns out, the group of researchers working with
Daniel Miller found that the people who established satisfying relationships as artists with their
artifacts also enjoyed rewarding relationships with people, as if being in the world involves both
creative and relational components. Passing back through the front door permits the public face to
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be removed along with the overcoat, as the wanderer leaves behind the possibly antagonistic
outside world and re-enters the one place where masks are not needed, where it is possible to relax
– the place called home.

Belongings
Mementoes
Possessions maintain a dynamic relationship with their
Challenge #6
homeowner, providing visual exhibitions of their interests
and mementoes of their past. While some objects are
Do relatives know the story that
functional or beautiful, many are what Tolkien called
goes with each object?
mathoms, lacking practical and aesthetic merit but
nevertheless imbued with significance for the person166. They capture the best moment of a loved
one’s life, such as the framed photograph of a graduation ceremony, or a mug from a favourite
holiday destination, meaningless and valueless to the house clearance worker, but evocative in
autobiography. In telling the story again, the owner experiences ‘flow’, caught up in the recollection,
re-living the moment167. For those people who are unable to explain it, a Life Story Book can reveal
the significance of these items to support staff and others. Not everything is loaded with meaning, of
course, as some items are as functional and anonymous as a plastic food container used for leftovers
in the fridge.
These items gradually accumulate over time and may be particularly valuable during transition
times, such as bereavement or moving into residential care168. Most homeowners will rationalise
their collection from time to time, discarding duplicates, those whose significance is forgotten, those
items devalued by events, erosion or buried in the sedimentary layers of new experiences, new
relationships or upgraded products. Pruning has a second impact too, as the discarded objects
transfer their value to those that survive, which must then represent an ever-larger segment of the
person’s history or family. This process reaches its zenith when fifty years of marriage or
motherhood is compressed into a single photograph which stands surrogate for the person
themselves, especially when they are absent or dead.

Functional objects
Kellyn Lee observes that people do things with things, and so a functional object is ‘an inanimate
item that a person can use to perform a task (not necessarily to completion or to any perceived
standard) which maintains and supports her/his identities’169. The term embraces a wide range of
objects but invites us to pay attention to how things are being used by the person, rather than
narrowing their significance to their role as memorabilia. Homemakers are surrounded by tools,
dishcloths, gardening equipment, a fridge, kettle, hairdryer, computer, bicycle, smartphone and
more. Some of these inanimate objects are used independently, without needing to ask anyone else
for help, to pull the cork out of a bottle of wine, wipe up the spilled drops and then phone a friend
from my own room. The presence of these objects makes a hardware shop; it is using functional
objects that demonstrates it is a home and gives people mastery of their environment.
Tools were mentioned only in passing but occupy a distinct role. They are necessary for work,
whether that means a paintbrush to work on redecorating the lounge, a computer for the work of
writing this paper or a trowel for the work of weeding. While some citizens hang up their work
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clothes after retirement, many older people continue to work on the computer, staying in touch
with a scattered extended family; work on keeping the house or garden pristine; work on learning a
new language; or work on coordinating the campaigns of a local charity. The office and the factory
carry the machinery, tools and products demanded by the market, but homework is set by the
person themselves, representing their own chosen activities, their own goals that lie beyond the self.
Consequently, their homes are scattered with their work tools and the completed and unfinished
fruits of their labours. Failing physical strength, cognitive function and stamina may slow the pace of
production and diminish the output, but home remains a workplace in this sense. If congregate
residential care permits of no tools, fails to connect with the priorities of the person and offers
nothing more than entertainment, pampering and the projects chosen by someone else (perhaps
the Activities Coordinator), then it is not a home in this sense at all.
Paying attention to the function that objects enable homemakers to perform points to what
psychologists call ‘agency’, the ability to shape the world, to take action and make a difference. This
is perhaps most obvious in the carpenter’s workshop where tools are used to shape wood, but it
occurs every time hair is curled, paint is applied, and cakes are baked. In a wider sense, it points to
the power of the person, the extent to which their wishes and intentions are supported, the extent
to which their preferences are heard, understood and acted on. As Jackson puts it, ‘we often feel at
home in the world when what we do has some effect and what we say carries some weight’170. In
contrast to the anonymity of city streets, at home we are known.

Durable and consumable goods
It is not just the age of the television that tells us about this particular household, but its size,
position and use. Lee171 notes how objects designed for one purpose are often used for another,
giving the example of an elderly person using her walking stick to knock on the ceiling to
communicate with a resident upstairs. Any object can have significance at multiple levels, as when a
knife is used to butter bread using its flat side, open an envelope with its serrated edge, threaten
another person with its point, loosen a screw with its thinness and remember mother with its
decorated handle. Home is a place where tools are needed to solve practical problems, unlike the
hotel where one simply asks at the front desk, or the hospital where one is deprived of an active role
altogether. Rather than staff arriving in the room with all their equipment, it feels more like home if
cleaning materials and tools are kept in individual rooms and so can be used by the homemaker
themselves or as directed by them.
Details of the home and those who dwell in it are also revealed by consumable items, whether
packets of food, ornamental candles, plants or cut flowers, by the particular choice of product and
its size. Hotels decant most food out of its original packaging before the guests see it, while there
may be milk and cereals out on the breakfast table just as they came from the shop, At home, we
can select our favourite brand of tea, use a teapot if we want to, and leave half a packet of biscuits
out on the table.

Spring Cleaning
Home owners vary considerably in their habits of accumulation and pruning, so some achieve a
minimalist simplicity, confining both past friendships and their associated symbols to the bin, while
others cannot bear to divest themselves of any part of their history and so hoard them in an
increasingly overcrowded home, and yet more compromise by filling the loft. Those anticipating
their own death may give excess items away or pass on their most treasured possessions in the hope
that the significance with which they hold each object will magically transfer to its new owner.
Frequent house moves, downsizing, night-time flits or visits from the bailiffs increase the amount of
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pruning, while those who live at the same address for decades can put it off forever, but the
seasonal language suggests an annual cycle, or at least a periodic and repeated process172.
For some, the process of sifting, reviewing, dusting and
Challenge #7
discarding is joyous and brings calm and order to thoughts
If the resident moves in response
as well as possessions. Simplicity means having just enough,
to a crisis, how do you support
with the top shelf pleasantly empty now that arthritis has
them to make their own decisions
rendered it beyond reach; the handyman’s tools freecycled
about what to keep?
to someone who will delight in them; and ancient bank
statements shredded. Cupboard doors now stay closed, rammel is gone and, at last, William Morris’s
injunction is obeyed, to ‘have nothing in your house that you do not know to be useful or believe to
be beautiful.’ Beyond the obvious functional benefits of clearing out lies a spiritual notion of
detaching oneself from the encumbrances of materialism, finding freedom and travelling light, like
HG Wells’ fictional Mr Polly.
If life has been rich in friendships and special occasions and has contained multiple episodes, then
there is a lot to commemorate. School, university, several jobs, living in different places, friends
gained through a variety of leisure activities, and sustained contact with numerous relatives whose
triumphs and disasters all add subplots to the tale. Others, perhaps less gifted in recognising the
drama through which they live, or who have endured a life of monotony and isolation, accumulate
fewer memories, stories and artifacts. In addition to those items that enshrine specific, recognised
memories lies the unresolved stuff, those things kept because there may be vestigial associations,
un-named and possibly ephemeral meanings, rendering the artefact a carrier of some as yet
unrecognised significance, rather like a asymptomatic carrier of an infection whose vital role is only
discovered later.
People with disabilities who face the prospect of a move into residential care may be required to
divest themselves of many of their belongings173. This can happen quite unexpectedly174, so the
person hastily grabs a few treasures like a refugee fleeing before their old home is destroyed. Items
that survive must be small and easy to carry, not furniture. For some, even this choice is denied and
relatives select items on behalf of the person and bring them into the residential care facility, then
dispose of the rest175: Lee counted 11 out of 15 residents who had been excluded from decisions on
which of their possessions were to accompany them into the care home176, including one resident
who had lost her address book that had been thrown away by an over-zealous relative. A host of
excuses are then given to explain why the person cannot be taken home to collect their things and
bring them back to the care home: requests are not properly attended to; individuals think it is
someone else’s job177; relatives are too far away, busy or unwilling to help; paying for a taxi is too
complicated; staffing levels are too low; staff will be accused of stealing; the person will be unable to
choose from amongst their possessions or will be too slow and distressed; they will be unwilling to
return to the care home; and preferred items will be unacceptable to the manager of the care home
(unsafe electrical items, flammable upholstery or valuable jewellery178).
This disempowerment is compounded when the resident is deceived into thinking that they are on
holiday or at the care facility for a short break, whereas in fact they have been moved
permanently179. Lee found that risk assessments were not carried out in respect of the ownership
and use of everyday items such as a hairdryer, cigarettes, money or a mobile phone, but instead, a
blanket rule was applied that such items should be denied from all care home residents.
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The result is that some care home residents find themselves with nothing more than the clothes that
they were wearing when they were admitted to hospital, more like survivors of a housefire than
refugees, denied their human right to personal possessions. Once they are living in one of the care
homes that Lee observed, guidance directs residents and their relatives to select garments that are
larger than the person normally wears, thus prioritising the needs of staff over the dignity of the
individual.
Pieces of furniture are not just functional, as they confer a role and a status. The table represents
family mealtimes with people serving themselves and one another, while holding conversations, so
giving it up means termination of the host role180. One sideboard will not do as well as another. This
is the one that my husband and I saved for in the 1950s, when some purchases were still rationed,
and telling me that the care home already has cupboards is not the point at all. They told me that I
could bring my own armchair, since it is upholstered in smooth, hygienic leather that can be wiped
down, but how can I split up the suite that we have dusted for sixty years? And why do they assume
that I only need one chair – are my guests expected to stand?181 My favourite mug for morning
coffee came from Scarborough, where I was stationed in 1942, reading Morse Code and sending it to
Bletchley Park for analysis, but now my stroke prevents me explaining why the mug is important and
why its chipped rim does not matter.
Parting with treasures before time feels like violent assault as each thing tells a story, remembers me
as I remember it, and compresses whole segments of my life into their small shape. There may be
ten years of life poured into a single piece of crockery, as each successive spring has cleaned away
lesser artifacts, leaving, at the last, just this one milk jug to stand sentinel for that whole era. Sending
it to the Oxfam shop feels like wiping that whole period from memory and treating its loves and its
laughter as if they never existed. Losing such treasures to a housefire or through bitter disputes with
an ex-partner compounds the assault.
Memory does fade, and sometimes the names and the stories that were once paired with the object
are lost. But for the person, it can be as if the object retains its memory for them and so it remains
warm with familiarity and redolent in significance, like a screwed up hankie always carried in the left
hand, a cuddle cloth gripped by a toddler or the endless turning of a ring on the third finger. The
things of home hold us deeper than words, beyond description or justification.

Display
Keeping up with the Jones’ represents an attitude in which homemakers are acutely aware that they
are creating an artwork for the benefit of others and so they ornament, dust and polish, tidy and
redecorate for a real or imaginary audience rather than for themselves. The stain on a carpet or scuff
marks on a skirting board cause pain and for some, the long, dull ache of shame because there is no
cash or capacity to replace it. What matters here is the sense that others will be impressed or will
make harsh judgements, whether or not these guests actually appear or make any comments at all.
Like putting on clean underwear just in case one is unexpectedly admitted to hospital, where the
shame could be fatal, homemakers are insistent that everything should be clean and tidy ‘just in
case’ the landlord or the grandson appears at the front door.
The visiting audience is joined by the homeowner themselves in those moments when they look
around a sparkling kitchen or a redecorated lounge with satisfaction and contentment. The person
has exercised some control over their world, ordered the chaos and straightened the curtains,
matching the external view with the internal vision. The homemaker is an artist, searching well
beyond function and purpose, seeking an elusive aesthetic in which homeliness is perfectly
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represented, not just in 3D, but by inhabiting the installation. All this creativity and satisfaction is
denied to care home residents when staff arrange or rearrange their belongings.
Behind this viewpoint of the home as a representation lies the question about just exactly what is
being represented. For example, if aesthetic beauty is the goal, then a painting by the naïve artist
Alfred Wallis might adorn the wall, but if the message is about a loving extended family, then
grandson Freddie’s latest production will be on show. So the home may contain a wealth of items
that would fail any test of artistic beauty or ergonomic efficiency, and yet take their place as they
symbolise places or people and so have a place in the heart of the homemaker.
Clashes of opinion or power may appear in relation to decorative objects, as where Dorothy did not
want her husband’s life drawing in the lounge182, the UK Government bans certain pictures in secure
units183. Care homes that permit residents to have a wall drilled to hang another picture promote
the kind of individual control which enhances the sense of home184, while those that replace pictures
with policy documents and corporate logos reinforce the institutional character of the building and
the devaluation of its occupants185.

Clutter and dreams
Show houses are beautifully dressed, while most real homes
Challenge #8
have clutter. As one resident commented, ‘We went to one
Do you tidy up too much?
place but it was so posh I wouldn’t want to go.’186 People
who experience sensory overload prefer minimalism, with
un-ornamented spaces, clean lines, and personal items tidied away187. Others find themselves in
prison188 or high security psychiatric hospital189 where the rules ban clutter to help staff conduct
regular searches for contraband such as street drugs or weapons and so, if for no other reason,
these places are unlikely to feel like home. In most ordinary homes, half-finished correspondence
adorns the dining table, plant pots in the garden wait to be refilled with seasonal blooms, and the
bed is unmade. A pile of laundry cascades from a chair, there are discarded socks in the lounge and
the whole place needs a fresh coat of paint. Crucially, this is my mess, while living in an environment
that someone else is choosing to leave dirty and dilapidated would be entirely different and
disgusting190. If the mess is mine, this is my home, just like the stripped-back, minimalist space
designed for relaxation is home for you191.

Conclusion
The physical stuff of home is important, but it is not all. Indeed, the staff interviewed by Canham’s
team192 considered that the architecture and furnishings of the care home could help, but it was the
quality of relationships and the passage of time that had a bigger impact upon the sense of being at
home. Others would no doubt want to add the voice, choice and control exercised by the person as
crucial factors in generating a sense of homeliness.
Alongside the physicality of home, with its snug familiarity, cobwebs and takeaways, there exists a
no less potent fantasy of home. Every time we glimpse into someone else’s parlour, whether visiting
a relative or watching a soap, there is the opportunity to evaluate. Did you see that terrible colour
scheme? Perhaps I should pull that kitchen gadget out of the cupboard and have a go. I wonder if I
dare ask for a cutting of that shrub. None of these comparisons, whether covetous, smug or filled
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with wonder, need to be converted into our own home improvement projects, none need to be
realised. Rather, they form part of our inner world of reflections or our social circle of conversation
as we uproot and plant, redecorate and rearrange our fantasies. This too is home.

Status of this document
This is one of a suite of more than 30 How To guides that explore practical ways to
coproduce delivery of health and social care, teaching, research and evaluation. They can all
be downloaded from here. Each has been co-authored193 in public, is available online from
the very first draft and each version is amended as soon as anyone suggests an
improvement to the text194. They are therefore never finished and always open to capturing
tacit knowledge and proven expertise from new sources.
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